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Issue: Democracy 

Show: Democracy Now 

Date/Time: March 28, 2018 6 AM and 9 AM (25 min) 

A new battle is brewing over the 2020 U.S. census. At least 12 states are moving to sue the Trump 

administration over plans to add a question about citizenship to the upcoming census. Voting rights 

activists fear the question will deter immigrants from participating in the census, leading to a vast 

undercount in states with large immigrant communities. This could impact everything from the 

redrawing of congressional maps to the allocation of federal funding. On Tuesday, White House 

spokesperson Sarah Huckabee Sanders said the decision to add a citizenship question was “necessary 

for the Department of Justice to protect voters.” At least five former directors of the Census Bureau, 

who served under Republican and Democratic presidents, have written a letter opposing the citizenship 

question. 

Show: Truth Politics and Power 

Date/Time: Feb 14, 2018 3 AM  (53 min) 

While the FBI is no stranger to political controversy, the bureau is now the target of an unlikely attack. 

President Trump and his allies have launched a campaign to discredit the FBI…and, by extension…the 

Russia Investigation headed by former FBI director Robert Mueller. In “Presidents, Politics and the FBI”, 

host Neal Conan speaks with former FBI Agent Asha Rangappa about declassified memos, smoking guns 

and the culture of the bureau. Plus NPR’s Ron Elving on the political history of the FBI from gangbusters 

to Watergate, and Garrett Graff, on how the bureau’s changed since 9/11 

Issue: Guns / Mass Shootings 

Show Democracy Now 

Date/Time: March 26,2018 6 AM and 9 AM  (60 min) 

In a historic day of action, more than 800 protests were held Saturday urging lawmakers to pass gun 

control. In Washington, organizers say 800,000 took part in the March for Our Lives, which was 

organized by students who survived the February 14 shooting massacre at the Marjory Stoneman 

Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. In New York, another 150,000 took to the streets; 85,000 

rallied in Chicago; 55,000 marched in Los Angeles. Tens of thousands also rallied in Atlanta and 

Pittsburgh. In Washington, D.C., survivors of gun violence—from Parkland to Chicago—shared the stage 

to decry the power of the National Rifle Association and to demand an end to the violence. We air 

highlights of the speeches. 

Show: Democracy Now Special 

Date/Time: March 24 9 AM to Noon (3 hours) 

Live Broadcast of the March for Our Lives. The 3-hour special program featured the voices of students 

and people of all ages who converged on the capital and over 800 other cities around the world to 

demand action on gun control. 
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Show: The Struggle 

Date/Time: March 21, 2018 

Guns in classrooms, and the upcoming march for our lives with local students. Hosted by Michael 

Eissinger. 

 

Show: Flashpoints 

Date/Time: 3/27/18 5:00 PM (45 min) 

Author, editor, visionary, Vijay Prashad joins us. Also, Berkeley Poet Laurate, Raphael Jesus 

Gonzalez will pay us a visit and read a poem or two and we’ll feature a radio mini-doc with 

voices and sounds from this weekend’s San Francisco March against out of control gun violence 

Show: Reveal 

Date/Time: March 29. 2018 4:00 PM  (59 min) 

Across the country, criminals are arming themselves in unexpected ways. In Florida, they’re 

stealing guns from unlocked cars and gun stores. In other places, they’re getting them from the 

police themselves, as cash-strapped departments sell their used weapons to buy new ones. On 

this episode of Reveal, we learn where criminals get their guns and what cars can teach us about 

gun safety.  

Laura Morel of the Tampa Bay Times reports on an epidemic of gun thefts in Florida and how 

many of those guns are being used to commit crimes. Some of those weapons are taken from gun 

stores, while others are stolen from cars whose owners don’t bother to lock them. Morel 

discovered that on average, a gun was stolen every hour of every day last year. 

Alain Stephens of Texas Standard reports on a surprising source of guns for some criminals: the 

police themselves. Across the country, cash-strapped departments are selling their used pistols 

and shotguns to help pay for new weapons. When Stephens tried to find out how many former 

police guns end up in crimes, he discovered this information is a closely guarded secret because 

of laws passed more than a decade ago to suppress tracing information.  

Reveal’s Stan Alcorn looks at another public safety threat that used to be responsible for more 

deaths each year than guns: automobiles. While gun deaths have remained about the same for 

decades, car deaths have declined dramatically. That decrease began when the government 

started collecting data on car accidents and passing it on to carmakers, which used it to design 

safer cars. Public safety advocates say what happened with cars could serve as a model for 

reducing gun deaths. 
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Show: Truth Politics and Power 

Date/Time: Feb 28, 2018 4:00 AM 53 min 

As the mass shooting in Parkland, Florida, reignites the debate on guns, we update the “Gun 

Rights and Gun Control” episode of Truth Politics and Power, produced after a gunman 

murdered dozens in Las Vegas last fall. Host Neal Conan delves into the history of the debate 

between gun rights and gun control with UCLA constitutional law specialist Adam Winkler, 

author of “Gun Fight: The Battle over the Right to Bear Arms in America.” The Founding 

Fathers required every adult white male to own a musket, and bring it to musters where it was 

inspected and registered. On the next Truth Politics and Power, how a duty for community self 

defense evolved into an individual right to bear arms and how the laws changed with both 

weapons technology and the rise of the National Rifle Association. Plus a conversation on 

restrictions on research into guns and gun deaths 

 

 

Issue: Climate Change/ Weather 

Show: Down on The Farm 

Date/Time: Feb 2, 2018 5 PM (58 min) 

Welcome to the Anthropocene, a new geological age in which human activity 
overwhelmingly forces change in Earth’s life systems. Paleoclimatologist William 
Ruddiman argues our Anthropocene age did not begin with the industrial era’s fossil fuel 
combustion, but with agriculture’s spread some 8,000 years ago. host Tom Willey and 
CSUF meteorologist Sean Boyd discuss Ruddiman’s radical notions.  

Show: Radio Ecoshock 

Date/Time: March 28,2018 1:00 PM (58 min) 

Super-heated Arctic creates band of chaos further south - expert climatologist and pro 

weathercaster Judah Cohen explains, with new science. Listen up North America, Europe and 

East Asia! Then Dr. Andrew Allen reveals why the ocean will store less carbon, as the base of 

life gets starved for iron in acidic seawater. It's a new climate feedback. 

Date/Time: March 21, 2018 1:00 Pm (58 min)  

Artic Meltdown: Under the news radar but in this show: the wild situation in a hot Arctic. The 

Director of the National Snow and Ice Data Center Mark Serreze give us the latest science. 

Climate information activist Jennifer Hynes explains the Arctic methane monster. Scientist Paul 
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Beckwith reports on Hansen's mega-storms. They are already here, throwing hundred ton 

boulders up on the shore. Three guests: let's go.  

Date/Time March 14, 2018 1:00 PM (58 min) 

Hail Mary to Save the Climate: Can we really power civilization with just hydro, solar and wind 

power? Scientist Ken Caldeira says almost, but not quite, in a new study. But we've already 

dumped too many greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. From the UK, scientist David Beerling 

explains a big new solution: laying down carbon-grabbing rock as fertilizer in the world's fields. 

James Hansen is a co-author. Environmental journalist Stephen Leahy reports the good and bad 

news as cities lead the way.   

Date/Time: Feb 28, 2018 1:00 PM 

On October 11th, 2016, five climate activists shut down every pipeline carrying tar sands crude 

from Canada to the United States. One of them, Michael Foster, is in the State Penitentiary in 

Bismark North Dakota. We talk to the other four. They will give the defense of climate necessity 

that so far no court has allowed them to tell a jury of their peers. You hear Leonard Higgins, 

Emily Johnston, Ken Ward and Annette Klapstein in exclusive Radio Ecoshock interviews.  

Date/Time: Feb 21, 2018 1:00 PM  (58 min) 

If we clean up air pollution, the weather gets hotter and wilder. From Norway, Dr. Bjorn Hamset 

explains the stakes. Then from Harvard, Dr. Francesca Dominici reveals shocking new science: 

just a short exposure to bad air kills seniors. This is Radio Ecoshock clearing the air.  

Date/Time: Feb 14,2018 1:00 PM (58) min 

Ozone threat not solved, scientists say. From Zurich, lead author Dr. William Ball says Earth's 

ozone shield against harmful radiation continues to weaken - despite an improvement of big 

ozone holes over the Poles. Thinning ozone is right over where most people, animals and plants 

live. It's possible our smog is the last protection. But wait. Another study from University of 

California Berkeley says a weakened ozone shield 251 million years ago drove the mass 

extinction of forests, and all life that depended on them. Lead author Jeffrey Benca explains we 

underestimated the risk of significant harm from thinning ozone, and misunderstand the hidden 

process of mass extinction. 

Date/Time Feb 7, 2018 1:00 PM 

Following another record year of "natural" catastrophes, Canadian climate scientist and You tube 

activist Paul Beckwith works over our tenuous situation with host Alex Smith.  

Date/Time: Jan 31, 2018 1:00 pm  (58 min) 

Extreme Floods/City Hall/Politics: one of the world's top scientists reports on the climate threat 

that will cause the most evacuations and maybe migration. It's not heat or rising seas. From 
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Germany, Dr. Anders Levermann from the Potsdam Institute joins us. From Australia, Dr. Mat 

Santamouris reveals shocking heat levels in cities and how to cool them. From Cambridge 

University, Laura Diaz Anadon warns politicized science endangers us all. 

Date/Time: Jan 24, 2018 1:00 pm (58 min) 

How will human reaction to a climate shift feedback into a new future? Hot new science from 

Dr. Brian Beckage, University of Vermont, and psychologist Katherine Lacasse, Rhode Island 

College. Plus mental health impacts of knowing about a dysfunctional future, with Dr. Sabrina 

Helm, University of Arizona. What type are you? 

Date/Time: Jan 17, 2018 1:00 pm (58 min) 

From NOAA, research meteorologist Dr. Thomas Hanna on what we know about weird weather 

under climate change. The real science. Plus from the UK, Dr. Edward Hanna: has the warming 

Arctic disrupted all our weather? 

Date/Time: Jan 10, 2018 1:00 PM (58 min) 

Local foods as a climate lifeboat, hot new science on coral's last stand, and a report from yes, 

Portland still standing against ending the world. Guests local good guru Michael Brownlee, coral 

scientist Dr. Andrew Baird, and West coast activist lawyer Nicholas Caleb 

Date/Time: Jan 3 2018 1:00 PM (58 min) 

We look back and forward with the remarkable Dr. Paul Salaman from Rainforest Trust. Content 

warning: a little optimism may creep in. Then one of the strangest outcomes on a warming 

planet: babies who experience even a short period of heat stress in the womb, will on average 

have a lower income 30 years later. Think about that, as we explore new science lead by Dr. 

Maya Rossin-Slater from the Stanford School of Medicine.  

 

Show: Climate One 

Date/Time: March 28, 2018 1:00 AM (53 min) 

                    March 29, 2018 1:00 PM (53 min) 

Dark Money and The US Chemical Safety Board - In her book “Dark Money: the Hidden 

History Behind the Rise of the Radical Right,” New Yorker writer Jane Mayer exposes the 

powerful group of individuals who bankroll our political system. Mayer traces the billions of 

dollars spent by the Kochs, the Mercers, and other wealthy conservative activists to influence 

policies related to climate change, the economy and more. And as the Trump administration rolls 

back regulations, the head of the US Chemical Safety Board, Vanessa Sutherland, wonders how 

much these billionaires will succeed in weakening government oversight of their business. 
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Jane Mayer, Author, "Dark Money: The Hidden History Behind the Rise of the Radical Right" 

Vanessa Sutherland, Chairperson, US Chemical Safety Board 

Date/Time: Feb 7, 2018 1 AM (53 min) 

2017 brought a raft of extreme weather disasters costing the U.S. hundreds of billions of dollars in 
damages, including hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria. And those are just the ones with names – other 
areas of the country were hit by floods, fires and drought. How do we fight back? The mayors of three 
cities on the frontline of climate change – Houston, Miami and Columbia, South Carolina - discuss what 
their cities are doing to recover, rebuild and prepare for the next mega storm. 

Date/Time : Jan 17, 2018 1:00 AM  

The so-called hockey stick papers, published in 1999, ignited an assault on the science of climate 

change that still rages to this day. But lead author Michael Mann hasn’t backed off on his 

mission to educate the public on the science of global warming. 

Mann was awarded the seventh annual Stephen H. Schneider Award for Outstanding Climate 

Science Communication, by Climate One.   Jonathan Foley, Executive Director, California 

Academy of Sciences and Dr. Michael Mann, Distinguished Professor of Atmospheric Science, 

Penn State University 

Program: Seachange Radio 

Date/Time: Jan 16, 2018 3:30 Pm (29 min)  

As we move into a new year, and try to square 2017 in our rear view mirrors, it's an opportune moment 
to contemplate how we avoid repeating the mistakes of the past, both recent and ancient. This week on 
Sea Change Radio, we get philosophical with Jeremy Lent, whose new book, The Patterning Instinctseeks 
to explain what has made us tick as a species over the millennia. Lent and host Alex Wise talk about 
what the patterning instinct is, what we can learn from these human patterns, and how we can apply 
them to fight climate change.  

Date/Time: Feb 20, 2018 3:30 pm (28 MIN) 

The 2016 disagreement between Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders over the best energy mix to help us 
get to a 100% renewable future sure does seem antiquated these days with climate change deniers and 
fossil fuel interests at the helm in Washington. This week on Sea Change Radio, though, we get an 
update on the continued divisions within the Democratic Party from Axios energy reporter, Amy Harder. 
We discuss how the Sanders wing of the Party has been able to carve out a larger piece of the policy pie 
than many imagined possible, what that means for future elections and try to sort out the stances of the 
leading voices on the Left when it comes to natural gas and nuclear power. Then, we dig into the Sea 
Change Radio archives and re-visit our discussion with noted linguist George Lakoff as he gives a primer 
on climate change messaging - a lesson that's more relevant and important than ever before.  

Program: Reveal 
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Date/Time: Jan 11, 2018 4 pm (53 min) 

The damage inflicted on the United States by hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria will likely make the 
2017 hurricane season the costliest in our history. But what is the government doing to prepare for the 
storms yet to come? In this hour, Reveal goes to Texas, Louisiana and Puerto Rico to investigate the 
government policies that let people build in harm's way, make it difficult to move them to safety and fail 
to accurately tally the dead 

 

 

 

 

 


